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The Street Lawyer

2010-03-16

1 new york times bestseller michael brock is billing the hours making the money rushing relentlessly to
the top of drake sweeney a giant d c law firm one step away from partnership michael has it all then in an
instant it all comes undone a homeless man takes nine lawyers hostage in the firm s plush offices when it is
all over the man s blood is splattered on michael s face and suddenly michael is willing to do the
unthinkable rediscovering a conscience he lost long ago michael is leaving the big time for the streets
where his attacker once lived and where society s powerless need an advocate for justice but there s one
break michael can t make from a secret that has floated up from the depths of drake sweeney from a
confidential file that is now in michael s hands and from a conspiracy that has already taken lives now
michael s former partners are about to become his bitter enemies because to them michael brock is the most
dangerous man on the streets don t miss john grisham s new book the exchange after the firm

The Street Lawyer

2001

after a violent encounter with a homeless man talented corporate lawyer michael finds himself out in the
streets lucky to be alive and holding a top secret file belonging to his former employers

The Street Lawyer

2008-11-05

michael was in a hurry he was scrambling up the ladder at drake sweeney a giant d c law firm with eight
hundred lawyers the money was good and getting better a partnership was three years away he was a
rising star with no time to waste no time to stop no time to toss a few coins into the cups of panhandlers no
time for a conscience but a violent encounter with a homeless man stopped him cold michael survived his
assailant did not who was this man michael did some digging and learned that he was a mentally ill
veteran who d been in and out of shelters for many years then michael dug a little deeper and found a
dirty secret and the secret involved drake sweeney the fast track derailed the ladder collapsed michael
bolted the firm and took a top secret file with him he landed in the streets an advocate for the homeless a
street lawyer and a thief from the hardcover edition

The Street Lawyer

1999

a gripping legal thriller from the no 1 sunday times bestselling author and creator of sooley and the judge s
list michael brock is a man in the fast lane he s a rising star at drake sweeney a giant washington law firm
no time to waste no time to help those in need no time for a conscience but when a violent encounter with
a homeless man stops him cold brock is forced to confront the truth about who he really works for what he
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finds is a shocking violation of the rights of the homeless with drake sweeney at the centre and suddenly
his conscience begins to stir to do the right thing brock must put himself in the firing line and uncover his
employer s most dangerous secrets but is he willing to risk it all a master at the art of deft characterisation
and the skilful delivery of hair raising crescendos irish independent john grisham is the master of legal
fiction jodi picoult the best thriller writer alive ken follett john grisham has perfected the art of cooking up
convincing fast paced thrillers telegraph grisham is a superb instinctive storyteller the times grisham s
storytelling genius reminds us that when it comes to legal drama the master is in a league of his own daily
record masterful when grisham gets in the courtroom he lets rip drawing scenes so real they re not just
alive they re pulsating mirror a giant of the thriller genre timeout

The Client

1999

Уличный бродяга захватывает в заложники нескольких сотрудников крупной юридической фирмы
Среди них оказывается молодой талантливый юрист с превосходными карьерными перспективами
Задавшись целью установить мотивы этого преступления он выясняет что за незаконным
выселением арендаторов ютившихся в полуразрушенном доме стоит его фирма Продолжая
расследовать дело молодой человек всё ближе узнаёт жизнь обездоленных и убеждённо переходит
работать адвокатом в юридическую организацию защищающую права бездомных Для широкого круга
изучающих английский язык

The Street Lawyer 25 Mixed Hc/Cas Floor

1998-02-04

1 new york times bestseller featuring one of john grisham s most colorful outrageous and vividly drawn
characters yet rogue lawyer showcases the master of the legal thriller at his very best on the right side of
the law sort of sebastian rudd is not your typical street lawyer his office is a customized bulletproof van
complete with wi fi a bar a small fridge and fine leather chairs he has no firm no partners and only one
employee his heavily armed driver who also so happens to be his bodyguard law clerk confidant and golf
caddie sebastian drinks small batch bourbon and carries a gun he defends people other lawyers won t go
near a drug addled tattooed kid rumored to be in a satanic cult a vicious crime lord on death row a
homeowner arrested for shooting at a swat team that mistakenly invaded his house why these clients
because sebastian believes everyone is entitled to a fair trial even if he has to bend the law to secure one
don t miss john grisham s new book the exchange after the firm

The Street Lawyer

2010-04-21

an original e short this standalone prequel to the 1 bestseller rogue lawyer tells the story of how sebastian
rudd finally found someone he could trust to be his driver bodyguard law clerk and partner sebastian rudd
rogue lawyer defends people other lawyers won t go near it s controversial and dangerous work which is
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why sebastian needs his bodyguard assistant sidekick partner so if sebastian is just about the most unpopular
lawyer in town why is partner so loyal to him how did they meet and what s the real story of this man of
few words who s as good with a gun as he is with the law the surprising answers are all in partners john
grisham s first exclusively digital short story don t miss john grisham s new book the exchange after the
firm

The Street Lawyer. Адвокат. Книга для чтения на английском
языке

2022-01-29

the fascinating true story of how a group of visionary attorneys helped make american business
synonymous with big business and wall street the center of the financial world entertaining the wall street
journal fast paced history library journal insightful and revealing kirkus captivating bookpage the legal
profession once operated on a smaller scale folksy lawyers arguing for fairness and justice before a judge and
jury but by the year 1900 a new type of lawyer was born one who understood business as well as the law
working hand in glove with their clients over the next two decades these new york city white shoe
lawyers devised and implemented legal strategies that would drive the business world throughout the
twentieth century these lawyers were architects of the monopolistic new corporations so despised by many
and acted as guardians who helped the kings of industry fend off government overreaching yet they also
quietly steered their robber baron clients away from a public be damned attitude toward more enlightened
corporate behavior during a period of progressive turbulent change in america author john oller himself a
former wall street lawyer gives us a richly written glimpse of turn of the century new york from the
grandeur of private mansions and elegant hotels and the city s early skyscrapers and transportation systems
to the depths of its deplorable tenement housing conditions some of the biggest names of the era are
featured including business titans j p morgan and john d rockefeller lawyer statesmen elihu root and
charles evans hughes and presidents theodore roosevelt william howard taft and woodrow wilson among
the colorful high powered lawyers vividly portrayed white shoe focuses on three paul cravath who guided
his client george westinghouse in his war against thomas edison and launched a new model of law firm
management the cravath system frank stetson the attorney general for financier j p morgan who fiercely
defended against government lawsuits to break up morgan s business empires and william nelson
cromwell the lawyer who taught the robber barons how to rob and was best known for his instrumental
role in creating the panama canal in white shoe the story of this small but influential band of wall street
lawyers who created big business is fully told for the first time

Street Lawyer 27c Can Flr

1999-01-05

the best thriller writer alive ken follett sometimes you have to fight dirty to get clean sebastian rudd takes
the cases no one else wants to take the drug addled punk accused of murdering two little girls a crime lord
on death row a homeowner accused of shooting at a swat team rudd believes that every person accused of a
crime is entitled to a fair trial even if he has to cheat to get one he antagonises people from both sides of the
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law his last office was firebombed either by drug dealers or cops he doesn t know or care which but things
are about to get even more complicated for sebastian arch swanger is the prime suspect in the abduction
and presumed murder of 21 year old jiliana kemp the daughter of the assistant chief of police when
swanger asks sebastian to represent him he lets sebastian in on a terrible secret one that will threaten
everything sebastian holds dear what readers are saying about rogue lawyer brilliant and blistering 5 stars
john grisham at his very best 5 stars best grisham novel so far 5 stars 350 million copies 45 languages 9
blockbuster films no one writes drama like john grisham

The Street Lawyer 26c MX Hc/Cas/CD Flr

1998-02-04

un encontronazo violento con un hombre sin techo estuvo a punto de detenerlo michael sobrevivió pero no
su asaltante michael brock tenía prisa se abría paso como podía en el escalafón de drake sweeney un enorme
bufete de washington d c era una estrella emergente sin ningún tiempo que perder no podía permitirse ni
un respiro ni detenerse a echar monedas en los vasos de cartón de los mendigos no tenía tiempo para la
conciencia pero un encontronazo violento con un hombre sin techo estuvo a punto de detenerlo michael
sobrevivió pero no su asaltante quién era aquel tipo michael investigó y dio con un oscuro secreto un
secreto que involucraba a drake sweeney english description michael brock is billing the hours making the
money rushing relentlessly to the top of drake sweeney a giant d c law firm one step away from
partnership michael has it all then in an instant it all comes undone a homeless man takes nine lawyers
hostage in the firm s plush offices when it s all over the man s blood is splattered on michael s face and
suddenly michael is willing to do the unthinkable rediscovering a conscience he lost long ago michael is
leaving the big time for the streets where his attacker once lived and where society s powerless need an
advocate for justice but there s one break michael can t make from a secret that has floated up from the
depths of drake sweeney from a confidential file that is now in michael s hands and from a conspiracy that
has already taken lives now michael s former partners are about to become his bitter enemies because to
them michael brock is the most dangerous man on the streets

Street Lawyer 39c Mix Can Flr

1999-01-05

michael brock is in a hurry he s in the fast lane at drake and sweeney a giant washington law firm he s a
rising star with no time to waste no time to toss a few coins into the hands of beggars no time for a
conscience but a chance violent encounter with a homeless man stops him cold the fallout propels him onto
a trail of corruption and illegality which leads straight back to drake and sweeney to get to the truth
michael will have to dig deep into some of his own firm s dirtiest secrets � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��
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Street Lawyer 18c Can Flr

1999-01-01

books are leatherette bound signed and numbered with printed endpapers gold stamping a slipcase and a
ribbon marker on the right side of the law sort of sebastian rudd is not your typical street lawyer he works
out of a customized bulletproof van complete with wi fi a bar a small fridge fine leather chairs a hidden gun
compartment and a heavily armed driver he has no firm no partners no associates and only one employee
his driver who s also his bodyguard law clerk confidant and golf caddy he lives alone in a small but
extremely safe penthouse apartment and his primary piece of furniture is a vintage pool table he drinks
small batch bourbon and carries a gun sebastian defends people other lawyers won t go near a drug addled
tattooed kid rumored to be in a satanic cult who is accused of molesting and murdering two little girls a
vicious crime lord on death row a homeowner arrested for shooting at a swat team that mistakenly invaded
his house why these clients because he believes everyone is entitled to a fair trial even if he sebastian has
to cheat to secure one he hates injustice doesn t like insurance companies banks or big corporations he
distrusts all levels of government and laughs at the justice system s notions of ethical behavior sebastian
rudd is one of john grisham s most colorful outrageous and vividly drawn characters yet gritty witty and
impossible to put down rogue lawyer showcases the master of the legal thriller at his very best

Rogue Lawyer

2015-10-20

a corporate lawyer in washington goes to war against his own company to defend the homeless it happens
after michael brock is abducted by a homeless man and held hostage the homeless man is killed by a police
sharpshooter and the lawyer is rescued but the experience changes his life

Partners

2016-03-29

no one does it better than grisham telegraph street lawyer street rules david zinc has it all big firm big
salary life in the lawyer s fast lane until the day he snaps and throws it all away leaving the world of
corporate law far behind he talks himself into a new job with finley figg a self styled boutique firm with
only two partners oscar finley and wally figg are ambulance chasing street lawyers who hustle nickel and
dime cases dreaming of landing the big win for all his harvard law degree and five years with chicago s top
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firm zinc has never entered a courtroom never helped a client who really needed a lawyer never handled
a gun all that is about to change what readers are saying about the litigators unputdownable 5 stars vintage
grisham 5 stars grisham at his best 5 stars 350 million copies 45 languages 9 blockbuster films no one writes
drama like john grisham

White Shoe

2019-03-19

1 new york times best seller featuring one of john grisham s most colorful outrageous and vividly drawn
characters yet rogue lawyer showcases the master of the legal thriller at his very best sebastian rudd is not
your typical street lawyer he works out of a customized bulletproof van complete with wi fi a bar a small
fridge fine leather chairs a hidden gun compartment and a heavily armed driver he has no firm no
partners no associates and only one employee his driver who s also his bodyguard law clerk confidant and
golf caddy he lives alone in a small but extremely safe penthouse apartment and his primary piece of
furniture is a vintage pool table he drinks small batch bourbon and carries a gun sebastian defends people
other lawyers won t go near a drug addled tattooed kid rumored to be in a satanic cult who is accused of
molesting and murdering two little girls a vicious crime lord on death row a homeowner arrested for
shooting at a swat team that mistakenly invaded his house why these clients because he believes everyone
is entitled to a fair trial even if he sebastian has to cheat to secure one he hates injustice doesn t like
insurance companies banks or big corporations he distrusts all levels of government and laughs at the justice
system s notions of ethical behavior sebastian rudd is one of john grisham s most colorful outrageous and
vividly drawn characters yet gritty witty and impossible to put down rogue lawyer showcases the master
of the legal thriller at his very best

Rogue Lawyer

2015-10-20

the sunday times bestseller jake brigance lawyer hero of a time to kill and sycamore row is back in his
toughest case ever a new grisham legal thriller is always an event but this one is exceptional as the author
is returning to jake brigance the hero of his very first book a time to kill there is a lot of grisham in
brigance they were both street lawyers on the side of the people not big corporations it gives the book an
emotional core that burns with a white heat daily mail a master of plotting and pacing suspenseful new
york times can a killer ever be above the law deputy stuart kofer is a protected man though he s turned
his drunken rages on his girlfriend josie and her children many times before the police code of silence has
always shielded him but one night he goes too far leaving josie for dead on the floor before passing out her
son sixteen year old drew knows he only has this one chance to save them he picks up a gun and takes the
law into his own hands in clanton mississippi there is no one more hated than a cop killer but a cop killer s
defence lawyer comes close jake brigance doesn t want this impossible case but he s the only one with
enough experience to defend the boy as the trial begins it seems there is only one outcome the gas chamber
for drew but as the town of clanton discovers once again when jake brigance takes on an impossible case
anything is possible starring the same hero and setting that featured in john grisham s multi million selling
bestsellers a time to kill adapted as a film starring samuel l jackson and matthew mcconaughey and
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sycamore row a time for mercy is an unforgettable thriller you won t be able to put down when grisham
gets in the courtroom he lets rip drawing scenes so real they re not just alive they re pulsating mirror a
superb instinctive storyteller the times storytelling genius he is in a league of his own daily record 350
million copies 45 languages 10 blockbuster films no one writes drama like john grisham

Causa justa / The Street Lawyer

2018-03-27

when mitchell mcdeere qualified third in his class at harvard offers poured in from every law firm in
america the firm the mitchell mcdeere chose was small but well respected they exceed mitch s wildest
dreams eighty thousand a year a bmw and a low interest mortgage now the house the car and the job are
his then the nightmares begin

Causa justa [The street lawyer. Spanish]

1998

mitch mcdeere a harvard law graduate becomes suspicious of his memphis tax firm when mysterious
deaths obsessive office security and the chicago mob figure into its operations

THE STREET LAWYER

2019-10-22

abandoning his aspirations about living the good life memphis attorney rudy baylor fears he will lose
everything in the face of a pivotal case that could cost him his life or turn him into the biggest rainmaker
in the land reprint

Rogue Lawyer - Limited Edition

2015-11-17

courtroom drama of an inhuman crime

Kŏri ŭi pyŏnhosa

1998

deputy stuart kofer is a protected man though he s turned his drunken rages on his girlfriend josie and her
children many times before the police code of silence has always shielded him buto one night he goes too
far leaving josie for dead on the floor before he passes out her son sixteen year old drew knows he has only
this one chance to save them he picks up the gun and takes the law into his own hands in clanton
mississippi there is no one more hated than a copy killer but a cop killer s defence lawyer comes close jake
brigance doesn t want this impossible case but he s the only one with enough experience to defend the bot
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as the trial begins it seems the gas chamber is inevitable for drew but as the town of clanton discovers once
again when jake brigance takes on an impossible case anything is possible

The Litigators

2011-10-25

nate o riley is a powerful washington lawyer returning to work after a long stay in hospital is difficult for
nate then he is sent on a journey that takes him from the tense coutrooms of washington to the dangerous
swamps of brazil it is a journey that will change his life forever

Rogue Lawyer

2015-10-20

a wonderful character study of someone whose cognitive dissonance i am brilliant therefore i must be doing
everything correctly led directly to his downfall students would do well to read this book before venturing
forth into a large firm a small firm or any pressure cooker environment nancy rapoport university of
houston law center eat what you kill is gripping and well written it weaves in academic commentary and
understanding of professional ethics issues in a way that makes it accessible to everyone frank partnoy
university of san diego law school he had it all and then he lost it but why did he do it risking everything
wealth success livelihood freedom and the security of family eat what you kill is the story of john gellene a
rising star and bankruptcy partner at one of wall street s most venerable law firms but when gellene
became entangled in a web of conflicting corporate and legal interests involving one of his clients he was
eventually charged with making false statements indicted found guilty of a federal crime and sentenced to
prison milton c regan jr uses gellene s case to prove that such conflicting interests are now disturbingly
commonplace in the world of american corporate finance combining a journalist s eye with sharp
psychological insight regan spins gellene s story into a gripping drama of fundamental tensions in modern
day corporate practice and describes in perfect miniature the inexorable confluence of the interests of
american corporations and their legal counselors this confluence may seem natural enough but because
these law firms serve many masters corporations venture capitalists shareholder groups it has paradoxically
led to deep pervasive conflicts of interest eat what you kill gives us the story of a man trapped in this
labyrinth and reveals the individual and systemic factors that contributed to gellene s demise

A Time for Mercy

2020-10-13

washed up public defender clay carter s latest case a routine street killing takes an unexpected turn when
he discovers evidence of a conspiracy involving a large drug company and a lawsuit with a huge potential
settlement reprint
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The Firm

1993

once judge atlee was a powerful figure in clanton mississippi a pillar of the community who towered over
local law and politics for forty years now the judge is a shadow of his former self a sick lonely old man who
has withdrawn to his sprawling ancestral home knowing the end is near judge atlee has issued a summons
for his two sons to return to clanton to discuss his estate ray atlee is the eldest a virginia law professor
newly single and still enduring the aftershocks of a surprise divorce forrest is ray s younger brother who
redefines the notion of a family s black sheep the summons is typed by the judge himself on his handsome
old stationery and gives the date and time for ray and forrest to appear in his study ray reluctantly heads
south to his hometown to the place where he grew up and now prefers to avoid but the family meeting
does not take place the judge dies too soon and in doing so leaves behind a shocking secret known only to
ray and perhaps someone else from the paperback edition

The Firm

1999

justice is served in this exciting three pack of grisham novels designed to appeal to both his devoted fans
and new readers wrap up your holiday shopping with this boxed set which includes the author s first
novel a time to kill set includes 1 mass market paperback edition each of the partner the street lawyer a
time to kill

A Main Street Lawyer in the Early 1900s

1996

in a weedy lot on the outskirts of memphis two boys watch a shiny lincoln pull upt ot the curb eleven
year old mark sway and his younger brother were sharing a forbidden cigarrette when a chance encounter
with a suicidal laywer left mark knowing a bloody and explosive secret the whereabouts of the most
sought after dead body in america now mark is caught between a legal system gone mad and a mob killer
desperate to cover up his crime and his only ally is a woman named reggie love who has been a lawyer for
all of four years prosecutors are willing to break all the rules to make mark talk the mob will stop at
nothing to keep him quiet and reggie will do anything to protect her client even take a last desperate
gamble that could win mark his freedom or cost them both their lives

The Rainmaker

1996

contemporary american english the horror of death row is that you die a little each day the waiting kills
you seventy year old sam cayhall is on mississippi s death row sam hates lawyers but his date with the gas
chamber is close and time is running out then adam hall a young lawyer arrives can he and his secret
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persuade sam to accept his help

A Time to Kill

1996

john grisham is one of the most prolific and beloved mystery writers today still reaching the top of the
bestseller lists with books like the testament 1999 and king of torts 2003 in recent times he has also
experimented with different genres such as a painted house 2001 a semi autobiographical work and
skipping christmas 2001 a holiday narrative this volume follows up the critical analysis of grisham s work
in john grisham a critical companion examining his writing from 1997 to the present

A Time for Mercy

2020-10-13

contemporary american english patrick lanigan a lawyer dies in a car crash later the partners in his law
firm discover that patrick is not really dead he is living in brazil and he has 90 million dollars of his
partners money

The Testament

2001

a rock a hard place and the biggest legal battle the planet has ever seen kyle mcavoy is one of the
outstanding legal students of his generation he s good looking has a brilliant mind and a glittering future
ahead of him but he has a secret from his past a secret that threatens to destroy his fledgling career and
possibly his entire life one night that secret catches up with him in the form of some bad men in a dark
alley they have a deeply compromising video of the incident that haunts him the men make it clear to
kyle that he no longer owns his own future that he must do as they tell him or the video will be made
public knowledge with all the unpleasant consequences what price do they demand for kyle s secret
strangely it is for kyle to do exactly what any ambitious young lawyer would want to do take a job in new
york as an associate at the largest law firm in the world a job that is incredibly well paid and with
mammoth hours and outrageous billing could lead to partnership and a fortune but kyle won t be working
for the company but against it passing on the secrets of the company s biggest trial to date a dispute
between two defense contractors worth billions of dollars to the victor now kyle is caught between the
criminal forces manipulating him and the fbi who would love to unmask the conspiracy will his intellect
cunning and bravery be enough to extricate him from an impossible dilemma full of twists and turns and
reminiscent of the firm the associate is vintage john grisham
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